A building manager’s “space goals” are continuously monitored to measure the building’s performance. |
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The sense_ platform monitors how spaces are used in real-time, and
produces speciﬁc recommendations aimed at saving money, improving
health and reducing environmental impact
Spotted: The British architectural design studio spacelab_ has developed a building management
platform that aims to provide actionable insights based on various data sets that are monitored in
real-time. The sense_ platform’s algorithms translate the data into speciﬁc recommendations
related to space occupancy, energy consumption, carbon usage and air quality.
It allows users to set “space goals”, which are continuously monitored to measure their building’s
performance. The platform can then let users know how much space they actually need. For
example, a building manager may be able to release space based on their lease agreements. It also
provides insights on how best to set it up, so they can make continuous iterative adjustments to
their space based on real-time occupancy patterns.
In describing the platform to Springwise, Nathan Lonsdale, sense_’s co-founder, said: “It doesn’t just
provide the customer with a whole load of complex data — 92 per cent of building data is never
used, largely because people just don’t know how to. For data to be useful, it needs human
intervention to decode its value and discover its potential. with sense_, that’s where the actionable
insights and recommendations come in.”
One key feature promises to reduce a building’s energy consumption by up to 40 per cent. sense_
does this by connecting to the building’s BMS (building management system) software, which
controls heating, cooling and ventilation. The platform can then automatically adjust the BMS to
increase eﬃciency and reduce energy usage via machine learning.

sense_ also includes safety features like its “COVID safe mode”, which tracks occupancy and will
ﬂag the user when unsafe levels are reached. Another mode that is in development and will be
added later this year monitors air quality in order to optimise indoor CO2 levels.
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Takeaway:
Everyone loves useful data, but as spacelab_ points out, there’s so much data never gets used.
sense_’s ability to translate complex data into useful actions is what makes it a worthy solution
for building managers. Particularly when it comes to a building’s environmental impact — they
generate almost 40 per cent of global CO2 emissions — the ability to ﬁne-tune a building’s
management system in real-time to reduce energy consumption seems like a no-brainer feature
all buildings should have. The problem remains that the ineﬃcient operating systems that are
still in use don’t smartly respond to how buildings are actually used, according to spacelab_. ”
We all have a responsibility to minimise our impact on the planet in whatever we can, and
something clearly needs to change with how businesses use and adapt buildings if we’re going
to beat the race against the climate crisis,” Lonsdale said.

